A statistical model and computer program to estimate association constants for the binding of fluorescent-labelled monoclonal antibodies to cell surface antigens and to interpret shifts in flow cytometry data resulting from alterations in gene expression.
Flow cytometry is used to obtain estimates for the distribution of fluorescent ligands bound to cell surface receptors throughout a cell sample. The equipment used provides light scattering parameters and also cell staining data in the form of dot plots and histograms of fluorescence intensities and the frequency of occurrence of particular fluorescence intensities. It is then assumed that fluorescence intensity is proportional to the number of labelled ligands bound to surface receptors. In this paper we present an outline of a statistical theory to account for the stretching and translation of such flow cytometry profiles which occur either as a result of alterations in gene expression, or from changing the sub-saturating concentration of fluorescent-labelled monoclonal antibodies or lectins used to stain the cells. We describe how the theory has been incorporated into two programs CSAFIT (cell surface antigen fit) and MAKCSA (make data to test CSAFIT). The program CSAFIT can be used to estimate two parameters, alpha and beta, by constrained non-linear regression analysis of the flow cytometry profiles. If the shift results from changes in the concentration of a staining agent then the estimates alpha and beta calculated by CSAFIT are functions of the ligand concentration, the ligand type and the cell line characteristics. They quantify the stretch and translation events that are encountered in flow cytometry. So when the parameter estimates alpha and beta are then further analysed as functions of ligand concentration, estimates for the average association constant K for the binding-site/ligand interaction can be obtained. This paper describes details of the development of programs CSAFIT and MAKCSA. We also discuss the distribution of parameter estimates calculated by CSAFIT and the overall performance of CSAFIT as assessed by simulation studies using data generated by MAKCSA.